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Introduction

•Definition of AI

•Categories of AI

•Differences from other software

•Legal and regulatory issues



What is artificial intelligence (AI)?

• “A branch of computer science that studies the 
properties of intelligence by synthesizing intelligence.” 
– Herbert Simon
• “[T]he science and engineering of making intelligent 

machines, especially intelligent computer programs.” -
John McCarthy 
•Computer technology that uses complex statistical 

algorithms and data analysis to solve human problems



NVIDIA Developer, https://developer.nvidia.com/deep-learning

GENERATIVE AI





Differences from rules-based software

•Ability to learn

•Use of large, complex data sets

•Recognize patterns

•Reach conclusions

•Optimize practices

•Make informed judgments

•Predict future behavior



GENERATIVE AI

Current AI in clinical laboratories



Future AI uses
Clinical laboratory

• Organization and laboratory levels

• Integrate with LIS
- data analysis, predictive analytics, QC/QA

• Enhance accuracy, quality, efficiency, resource allocation, 
workflows, lower costs, allow smaller specimen quantities

• Advanced robots

• Genetic/genomic interpretation, precision medicine

• Test report generation and release

• Clinical decision support
- ordering 
- interpretation

• External communication with clients
- language translation

• Pathology image analysis

• Other algorithmic-based tests

• Mining EMR and lab data analysis for patterns and trends
- clinical care and research

Business and administrative

• Administrative and operational uses likely first 
applications
- relative feasibility
- lower risk

• Coding, billing, reimbursement

• Network and market insights

• Marketing and sales

• Finance

• Human resources, including recruiting, hiring, 
onboarding, evaluations, staffing, management, 
HR and IT questions, retirement planning

• Contracting

• External communications with clients and 
customers



Multivariable models, such as gene expression classifiers or artificial 

intelligence (AI)-derived digital histopathology biomarkers, can 

combine clinical, pathologic, and other biomarkers to further improve 

risk stratification.

AI tests 



Legal issues
• Responsibility, accountability, liability 

       - treating physicians
       - pathologists/lab directors
       - companies/hospitals/institutions
       - software developers

• Contracts/Licenses

• Data
- privacy
- security
- informed consent

• Intellectual property

• Torts

• Employment discrimination 

• Regulation

• Antitrust



Contracting
• Develop, license, or combination

- equipment
- services
- data

• Risk allocation
- representation and warranties

• Indemnification 
- important to establish liability for AI's functionality in advance

• Limitations on liability
- most important to vendor

• Insurance
- provides assurance counterparty can meet obligations
- must determine coverage that applies to situation

• Data
- ownership and terms of use



Representations and warranties

• AI often introduced into critical functions
- automating laboratory processes and services
- streamlining supply chain and logistics

• Must address potential business impacts of system failure
- if AI embedded in equipment, possible damages

• Non-infringement warranty of special importance

• Transparency, want to understand the training and working 
of algorithms, including representativeness



Non-infringement warranty

•Vendor typically represents that it owns or has 
sufficient rights to allow the customer to use or 
benefit from the software
•AI systems can produce infringing code when 

performing their functions
- generative AI may create infringing content or its use 
     may be infringing
- the liability for such infringement is unclear and 
    must be allocated



Data issues

•Negotiate ownership, use, and liability
•More data usually allows AI system to perform better
•Vendor may be allowed to aggregate customer data

- potential for competitors to benefit from data
•Anonymization to prevents laboratory attribution
•Protection of confidentiality of laboratory data
•Personal data is subject to privacy laws and 

regulations
- for PHI HIPAA and state privacy rules and regulations
- other data protected by sectoral or state laws



Intellectual property
• Patents

- must meet section 101 threshold (is it an abstract idea?)
- takes several years during which time value may diminish
- requires public disclosure
- term 20 years (copyright 70 years, trade secret infinite)

• Copyright
- source code and visual elements of AI program
- protection does not include functional aspects, e.g. algorithms, formatting logic, or system design
- limited to original expression
- proof of infringement requires proof of copying
- exceptions for fair use
- incorporation of open source software may present ownership issues
- must re-register every version

• Trade secret
- protected under federal and state laws (Economic Espionage Act, Defend Trade Secrets Act, Uniform Trade Secrets Act)
- applies to confidential business, financial, technical information of economic value
- must continuously identify technology that needs protection
- limit access to relevant servers, computer, media
- mark relevant documents and physical media as confidential
- take reasonable steps to protect, e.g. multi-factor authentication, mobile device management, data loss prevention software, 
     written policies governing employee access and use, non-disclosure agreements, dedicating significant resources to protection
- indefinite time frame
- does not involve application, registration, or public disclosure



AI Intellectual property ownership
• Patents are owned by inventors

• Copyrights generally owned by authors

• Trade secrets belong to the entity protecting them

• Who owns AI created inventions, software, or data?
- patents are only issued to people; AI inventions can be patented if the 
     human contribution is sufficient to qualify for a patent
- AI generated material is protected by copyright to extent there is 
     sufficient human authorship to meet the standard for copyright 
     protection, e.g., creatively selecting, arranging, or modifying the AI 
     generated material
- copyright applicants must disclose inclusion of AI-generated content and 
  describe the human contribution to the work
- trade secrets are owned by entity protecting the secret



Intellectual property infringement
• Who owns and has the right to enforce AI IP rights?

- what if there are multiple users?
- inducement or contributory infringement?

• If an AI system is infringes who is liable?
- the developer?
- one or more licensees?

• A "freedom to operate“ opinion provides risk assessment and 
demonstrates lack of willfulness if there is a lawsuit

• Include indemnification provisions in license agreements

• Use of copyrighted works including photographs, audio, or written 
materials to train AI systems may create infringement risks



GENERATIVE AI





AI risks

• Automated processes malfunction

• Inaccuracy or non-representativeness of data

• Data exposure

• Unsupervised learning presents greater risk than 
supervised
- less accurate
- cannot measure results against truth offline

• “Hallucination” with generative AI



Product liability principles
• Negligence

- imposes liability on defendant failing to meet standard of care that a reasonable 
     actor should have exercised
- plaintiff alleges negligent design or manufacture of product or inadequate  
     warnings or instructions for use

• Breach of warranty
- based on contract between purchaser and seller (usually rely on state law  
     versions of UCC)
- allege breach of express warranty, implied warranty of merchantability, or  
     implied warranty of fitness for a particular purpose

• Strict liability 
- seller of defective product that is unreasonably dangerous liable for harm even 
     if exercised all possible care in preparation and sale of product and consumer 
    did not have a contractual relationship with seller



Product liability novel AI issues
• Holds “seller, manufacturer, distributor, or any party in the distribution chain” liable for physical 

injury or other damages caused by machines or tools, whether acting autonomously or assisted 
by a human
- defective laboratory instrument that destroys precious specimens
- defective software that publicly releases PHI 
- software hacked and placed under 3rd party control or theft of PHI or other private information

• Autonomous action raises novel issues, e.g., robots traditionally treated as other workplace tools
- how to assign fault with learning and self-directed action

• Product evolution can change strengths and weaknesses
- need for design without degradation in performance 
- need for warning

• In non-AI software regular updates improve and fix flaws, e.g. security.  
- AI greater potential for introduction of dangerous flaws not initially present as algorithms evolve

• Vendor may misrepresent nature or method of updates, e.g. causing slower improvement

• Because of complexity, unrecognized ‘defects’ in manufacturing, design, or instructions and 
warnings more likely present at time of sale or distribution



FDA 



FDA AI regulation

•Software as a medical device (SaMD)
- International Medical Device Regulators Forum 
  definition: 
    “software intended to be used for one or more 
      medical purposes that perform these purposes   
      without being part of a hardware medical 
      device.” 
•Software in a medical device
•Software used in manufacture and maintenance of a 

medical device



FDA AI regulatory activity

• Risk based framework that can be applied across products, tailored to relevant product
- envisions product lifestyle based regulation
- learn from real world experience

• Proposed “Regulatory Framework for Modifications to Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning 
(AI/ML)-Based Software as a Medical Device” discussion paper on April 2, 2019
- described the FDA’s foundation for a potential approach to 
    premarket review for artificial intelligence and machine learning-
    driven software modifications 

• Published “Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning Software as a Medical Device Action Plan” 
in January, 2021

• Published “Good Machine Learning Practice of Medical Device Development: Guiding Principles in 
October 2021

• Released Draft Guidance: Marketing Submission Recommendations for a Predetermined Change 
Control Plan for Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning (AI/ML)-Enabled Device Software 
Functions in April 2023

• Published “Predetermined Change Control Plans for Machine Learning-Enabled Medical Devices: 
Guiding Principles” in October 2023

• Published “Artificial Intelligence and Medical Products: How CBER, CDER, CDRH, and OCP are 
Working Together” on March 15, 2024



Federal Trade Commission (FTC) 



FTC
• Investigates and stops unfair or deceptive acts or practices affecting interstate 

commerce

- seeks monetary damages

- issues rules

- makes reports and recommendations to Congress and the public

•  April 2023 joint statement with Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, 

Department of Justice Civil Rights Division, and Equal Employment Opportunity 

Commission caution existing laws apply to AI and other automatic systems

• April 2020 guidance on managing AI consumer protection risks

• Joint Guidance with HHS addressing HIPAA and non-HIPAA consumer health 

information



Health and Human Services (HHS) 



Collaboration 



CMS Medicare Advantage regulations 
• Address Medicare Advantage plans’ use of algorithms, software or AI for 

utilization review and medical necessity determinations
- CMS commentary describes tools
- use without complying with regulations is prohibited

• MA plans must provide same general coverage and benefits under traditional 
Medicare

• MA plans must make medical necessity decisions based on
- coverage and benefit criteria in regulations
- determination that providing the items and services is reasonably necessary 
- beneficiaries medical history, physician recommendations, and clinical notes
- involvement of the plan’s medical director

• MA plans must be making medical necessity determinations based on the 
specific individual’s circumstances
- algorithms or software must account for an individual’s circumstances
- denials is based on medical necessity must be reviewed by a physician or 
      other provider with expertise in the field



Directives to HHS Secretary

• Establish HHS AI task force
• Assess and address quality issues
• Address nondiscrimination 

compliance
• Establish an AI safety program
• Develop a strategy for use of AI in 

drug development
• Promote innovation



AI at work
• Use of AI in employee screening, recruiting, and hiring growing rapidly

- creates risk of discrimination and bias
- federal, state and local anti-discrimination laws apply, prohibit intentional discrimination against 
     protected classes and facially neutral policies with disproportionate impacts
- some AI tools access internet, social media, public databases containing applicant information 
     employers could not legally request such as age, religion, race, sexual orientation, disability, 
     and genetic information

• It may be impossible to know how or why AI reached a decision or made a prediction
- more difficult to prove intentional discrimination, but harder for employers to satisfy burden of 
     providing legitimate nondiscriminatory business reasons to rebut circumstantial, statistical
     evidence of discrimination
- may identify statistical correlations lack causal relationships with inability to demonstrate 
     practices sufficiently job-related or justified by business necessity

• Easier to allege class-wide discrimination with use of same AI tool on large pool of applicants

• Employers review and continue to monitor results as tools learn and adapt

• Some jurisdictions have enacted AI-specific laws for employment uses



Generative AI at work
• Employees are using with or without employers’ knowledge or consent

- analyzing data
- conducting research
- drafting emails, cover letters, memoranda, contracts, presentations, and other routine 
     documents
- responding to customer service inquiries
- performing HR and employee management functions

• Unauthorized, unethical or otherwise improper use of exposes employers to business risks
- bias in employment decisions and other violations of employment laws
- intellectual property violations
- breach of contract
- inadvertent use or disclosure of confidential, proprietary, or personal information
- creating or disseminating misinformation, which can lead to claims of fraud in advertising and 
     marketing
- errors and inaccuracies in work products

• Generative AI policies help ensure use is authorized, monitored, ethical, and compliant with 
    federal, state, and local laws and regulations, and company policies and practices
- AI ethics principles
- AI use policies 
- Regular review updating of use and related policies



Privacy laws and enforcment
• AI use of large data sets has inherent privacy risks

• US without comprehensive federal law, relies on sector and state laws

- transparency, consent, and fairness

• HIPAA applies to covered entities and business associated that handle PHI

- can only be used for treatment, payment, and operations (TPO)

- cannot sell PHI without valid authorization

- consent can be a significant barrier for providing data for algorithm

- deidentified information not PHI

• Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act

- prohibits discrimination in health coverage and   

     employment based on genetic information

- restricts employer’s disclosure of genetic information

- restricts employer’s and health care plans or insurer’s 

     collection or use of genetic information

- information collected and powering algorithms may include

• Substance abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMSA) (part of HHS)

• State privacy laws



AI antitrust considerations
• AI allows faster response to market conditions, innovation, pricing, etc.

- assimilate and instantly process significant amounts of information related to competitors’ prices, demand, price and availability of 
substitutes, customer personal data
- respond immediately to changes in market or competitor pricing
- set prices to achieve a business objective consistently across all sales

• Use raises potential antitrust risks relating to unlawful, anticompetitive agreements
- can facilitate price-fixing agreements among competitors
- reach anticompetitive agreements with other AI systems

• Collusion under antitrust laws
- agreements that unreasonably restrain trade
- private right of action
- price fixing or other agreements not to compete per se illegal
- other agreements judged under rule of reason, weighs procompetitive benefits against anticompetitive harms
- key to analysis is often establishing the existence of an agreement

• Aiding a traditional antitrust conspiracy (e.g., pricing algorithms used to fix prices)

• AI systems themselves may reach anticompetitive agreements or otherwise lessen competition independent from human interaction
- develop sufficient learning capability to assimilate, test and understand market responses. AI could 
- on own or with other AI systems decide colluding with a competing AI system will to maximize profits
- respond to competitor actions or movements in predictable manner that enables collusion
- may be no communication between competitors or AI systems
- unilateral conduct, or violate antitrust laws?

• Minimizing antitrust risk associated with AI
- maintain up-to-date record of the AI’s design and objectives
- consider the impact of the AI competition



Conclusions
• Artificial intelligence utilizing machine learning will play broad and increasingly 

important roles in the clinical, research, and business operations and activities of 

diagnostic laboratories

• The implementation of machine learning and other advanced AI technologies 

presents new risks and raises novel legal and regulatory issues

• Legal and regulatory approaches will build on previous legal and regulatory 

experience addressing software with adaption and new or additional rules as 

needed

• Laboratories and laboratory businesses will need to the understand the legal and 

regulatory risks presented by the application of new AI technologies, potential 

mitigation strategies, and 
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